MICROSOFT CRM V3C
CRM COMPATIBILITY UPDATE FOR VISTA & OFFICE 2007
RELEASED DECEMBER 2006
V3C is a compatibility update of the CRM v3 Outlook Client for Vista and Office 2007. V3C is a
culmination of new features, updates, and enhancements, driven by Microsoft’s customer
commitment in ensuring that users worldwide are able to use their CRM solution against the
latest and greatest of Microsoft technologies. These improvements are not simply a rollup of
fixes…Microsoft has implemented features and updates originally reserved for the Titan release.
Nearly every aspect of the CRM Outlook Client has been touched and updated…
- Integration with the Office 2007 “Ribbon”
- Custom MAPI Store (no more PST file!)
- SQL Express Edition 2005 SP1
- Inclusion of all existing client hotfixes
- Windows Vista Support
o User Access Control
o GPO deployments
o Internet Explorer 7
In addition, we now also support…
- Clean installation of V3C
- Upgrade from CRM V3 Outlook Client to V3C
- Support for hotfixes and patching using MSP technology

SUPPORTED VERSIONS
The following versions of Windows and Office are now officially supported.
Windows
- Windows 2000 SP4
- Windows XP SP2
- Windows Vista
Office
- Office XP SP3 (with Windows 2000 and XP only)
- Office 2003 SP2
- Office 2007

AVAILABILITY
Users can download V3C from this page below (please be patient, as bits are still propagating).
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=740E1B3B-11C3-4AEF-B2E38309E0CF1BB0&displaylang=en
The 90-day trial site has also been updated.

This is an English only release. All other languages are undergoing localization testing and will
be released in waves beginning in January 2007.
Physical media will be updated within the next three to four months.

FOLLOW ON RELEASES
An updated set of scripts for Terminal Server deployment will be released in early-January.
An update to the Exchange E-mail Connector (including the Rule Deployment Wizard) for
Exchange 2007 compatibility will also be released in early-January.
A date has not been set for compatibility updates to the CRM v3i and v3 SPLA Clients, but these
are in the plan and forthcoming.

